Charge to the Jury.
Mr Justice Darlmc
*:hat they have proved that she took it herself intending to kill
herself. If he gave it to her he committed a felony. If she took
It herself intending to kill herself she committed a felony.
These- are the matters upon which you will have to use your
judgment, having regard to the evidence.
Now the case itself, as has heen said to you, is a remarkable
one,   a  deeply  interesting  one,   and  I douht  whether   any  of  us
engaged here" to-day have in recollection a case so remarkable in
its  incidents.    It  is,  therefore, very fortunate,   and I think the
public should be satisfied to know, that this prosecution was con-
ducted by no less a person than the Attorney-General.    It is a
case of great importance to the public, and, when the Attorney-
General is engaged  on behalf  of  the Crown,  the  duty towards
the public  and towards  the prisoner   is  more  fully   discharged
than  if  any other  counsel appeared  in the case,  or  it  may be
presumed to be so.    The interest of the Crown in this matter is
this,   it is the  duty  of  the  Crown to protect  the weakest,   the
meanest,  as well as the strongest and most highly placed of its
subjects;  they  are  all equal before the  Crown, rich  and  poor,
old and young, strong and weak; and if there is good reason to
suppose,   as there is when  a grand jury have  returned  a true
bill, that a subject of His Majesty has been murdered,  it is of
the highest importance to the whole community that if the mur-
derer can be discovered he should be discovered.    It is of import-
ance that the whole case should be fully and fairly investigated,
.and   it   is  of   importance  that  the  right  conclusion  should  be
reached,  whatever be the consequences, by the jury to whom  is
confided the duty of deciding the case.    My duty, an anxious one
enough, I assure you, is to see that nothing is given in evidence
which is not fair and legal evidence, that no unfair questions are
put (there was no difficulty with  regard to that,  because  none
were put by either side), and it is my duty to see that all that
can be elicited by fair  and proper questions from any witness
whatever is at your disposal, because you have a grave and onerous
duty to perform when you have to deliberate upon your verdict.
Having said this, let me turn to this particular case in a
little more detail. You know (I dare say it is unnecessary to say
it, but iny duty is to say it) that it is not for any person accused
in an English Court to prove that he is not guilty; he pleads not
guilty; that means, C£ I call upon the Crown to prove my guilt.'7
A verdict of not guilty consequently does not mean that he has
proved himself to be innocent, nothing of the kind; it means that
the Crown has not proved him to be guilty; that is all. There-
fore you must ask yourselves always, has the Crown proved this
or that against the prisoner to our satisfaction, this which
involves his guilt? If not, it is not proved, and you say not
guilty; that is your duty. If you have a reasonable doubt as
to whether he is proved guilty or not, you must say not guilty.
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